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1. Background 
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The library service for Hunters Hill is 

provided by the City of Ryde Council, via 

a Joint Use Agreement. 

Under this Agreement the City of Ryde 

(CoR) Council will be paid $733,494 (excl. 

GST) plus $6,000 from the SLNSW Priority 

Grant in the 2018/19 financial year to 

provide a library service at the Gladesville 

and enable access to the broader City of 

Ryde library service network. 

The Gladesville Library is located at 6 

Pittwater Road Gladesville in the City of 

Ryde local government area in a building 

owned by the City of Ryde.   

Hunters Hill Council, on behalf of the 

Hunters Hill community; pay the City of 

Ryde an annual fee which is indexed 

each year. 

This has been a long standing 

arrangement in place since 1957. 

In August 1956 the Town Clerk of Hunter’s 

Hill Municipal Council wrote to Town Clerk 

of Ryde Council to advise: 

‘I am directed to make a formal 

approach on behalf of my Council on 

the following lines:- 

that your Council give early and 

favourable consideration to entering 

into an agreement with this Council to 

make available to the residents of this 

Municipality, the whole of the library 

facilities which are available at your 

Gladesville Branch Library.’ 

 

 

The joint library service commenced 2 

January 1957. 

The Joint Library Services Agreement sets 

out procedural matters in relation to the 

conduct of meetings as well as the Library 

Service Levels (Schedule 1) and Annual 

Contribution Rates (Schedule 2).   

Key terms in Schedule 1 of this Agreement 

are set out below: 

 The Gladesville Library is to be 

opened to the public for a 

minimum period of 46.5 hours per 

week, inclusive of evening and 

Saturday sessions (based upon a 

full operating week). These 

opening hours may be varied in 

response to changing 

circumstances and/or to test 

alternate schedules by written 

agreement between the 

Participating Councils; 

 A total collection of Library 

Materials of approximately 30,000 

items are to be designated to 

Gladesville Library at any given 

time; 

 Periodic renewal of Library 

Materials  are to be carried out as 

required through a stock rotation 

program; 

 Full time equivalent staff of 3.5 

personnel are to be engaged for 

the purpose of the Joint Library 

Service; 

 Two (2)  OPACs are to be provided 

at the Gladesville Library during the 

opening hours; 

 Four (4) public access personal 

computers with internet access 

and Microsoft Office software are 

to be provided at the Gladesville 

Library during the opening hours; 
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 A minimum area of 416 square 

metres of net usable floor space is 

to be provided within the 

Gladesville Library for the purpose 

of providing the Joint Library 

Service as contemplated under 

this Agreement; and 

 Outreach services such as a 

weekly ‘Storytime’ programmes for 

pre-school age children are to be 

provided. 

In addition to the above specifications; 

the residents of the Ryde and Hunters Hill 

Local Government Areas may: 

 access the resources of other 

libraries within the Library Network; 

 access a range of on-line services 

from remote locations; and 

 Access specialist library services 

provided by Council such as the 

home library, local studies, toy 

library and inter-library loans. 

  

Under this agreement, set out in 

Scheduled 2 of the agreement the annual 

contribution is paid, as per Clause 8 of the 

Agreement.  These payments are made in 

quarterly instalments. 

In the 2018/19 financial year the 

community of Hunters Hill pay the City of 

Ryde $733,494 (excl. GST). 

Given the significant cost associated with 

the provision of this joint service to the 

Hunters Hill Community, Council at its 

meetings in mid-2018 requested that this 

agreement be reviewed.  

In particular, at its meeting held on 23 July 

2018 (222/18) Council resolved: 

1. That Council request an extension 

to the current library agreement for 

a period of 12 months for 

2019/2020 financial year until 30 

June 2020. 

2. That Council establish a Working 

Party to consider long term options 

for the provision of library services 

to residents of Hunters Hill LGA. 
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A further report was provided to Council 

at its meeting held on 13 August 2018 

(250/18), where Council subsequently 

resolved: 

1. That Council adopt the guidelines 

for the Library Service Working 

Party. 

2. That the Working Party provides a 

progress report in December 2018 

and a final report for Council’s 

consideration by June 2019. 

3. That three Councillors be 

nominated for membership of the 

Working Party.  

4. That nominations be sought for 

community membership of the 

Working Party. 

5. That a representative be sought 

from the NSW State Library. 

6. That Clrs Miles, Collins and Krassoi 

be the nominated Councillor 

members on the Library Service 

Working Party. 

The Library Services Working Party Terms of 

Reference set out the objectives of the 

Working party as follows: 

a) To review the existing library service 

provided to residents of Hunters Hill 

Municipality and advise about 

opportunities to enhance the services 

and / or improve efficiency 

b) To consider alternates to the existing 

library service such as new facilities 

that could be developed and 

partnership arrangements with other 

Councils. 

c) To review the current agreement and 

recommend a new framework that 

addresses key issues such as funding 

arrangements. 

d) To liaise with local communities and 

stakeholders to enable their views and 

needs to be included. 

 

Hunters Hill Library Working Party 

 

The Library Working Party was formed 

in April 2019 and held its first meeting in 

May. 

The first meeting focussed on providing 

introductions to each other and the 

process; the context and an initial 

brainstorm of possible options. 

 

 

•Context

•Current Situation

•Outcomes sought

•Options for the 
future

• Meeting 1

•Criteria for 
assessment: 

•Initial 
assessment of 
Options using 
criteria

Meeting 2
•Draft paper with 
Options 

•Determined 
preferred option/s

•Other considerations

Meeting 3
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2.  Context 
 

2.1 Current service provision  

arrangements 

Hunters Hill is the only Sydney metropolitan 

council that does not have a public library 

building in its local government area.  The 

State Library NSW has confirmed that 

Hunters Hill and Central Darling Shire are 

the only two local government authorities 

in NSW that do not have library buildings1.  

The Hunters Hill community are provided 

with a library service via the Gladesville 

Library at the far western boundary of 

Hunters Hill at 6 Pittwater Road Gladesville, 

within a City of Ryde facility.  The Hunters 

Hill Community will pay $733,000 in the 

2018/19 financial year for the service to 

be provided by the City of Ryde Council, 

via a Joint Use Agreement.  This fee is 

indexed annually. 

                                                   

1 State Library of NSW 4 December 2007 : 

Municipality of Hunters Hill – Library Needs 

and Options 2017  

 

The Joint Use Agreement provides the 

Hunters Hill community access to the 

library service at the Gladesville as well as 

the broader CoR library service network, 

which includes libraries, digital and 

physical collections as well as access to 

public programs.   

This has been a long standing 

arrangement in place since 1957. 

The NSW Department of Planning 

projection for Hunters Hill LGA in 2031 is 

15,150.  Using the State Library People 

places population benchmark calculation 

a library of 1,045m2 gross would be 

required to serve the population. 

The closest City of Ryde service is located 

at the far western border of the Hunters 

Hill LGA in Gladesville. 
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2.2  The Gladesville Library 

Building 

The Facility was opened in 1956 and 

underwent refurbishment in 2016. 

 

The Library is 500m2, offering traditional 

branch library facilities including 

collection space, public computers as 

well as a meeting room 

 

The library is open a total of 46.5 hours per 

week:  

Monday: 10.00am - 8.00pm 

Tuesday: 10.00am - 8.00pm  

Wednesday:  10.00am - 5.00pm  

Thursday: 10.00am - 8.00pm  

Friday: 10.00am - 5.00pm  

Saturday: 9.30am - 12 noon 

Sunday: Closed 

2.3 Gladesville Library Service 

The service offered at the library is 

provided within the framework of the 

CoR’s overall library service. 

 

Set out below is a summary of the Library 

service: 

 Traditional collections 

 Online resources 

 Magazines and periodicals 

 Local studies 

 Home library services 

 Public computers 

 Meeting space 

 

The Gladesville Branch is one library within 

the library service network provided by 

the City of Ryde. 
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2.4  Key features of the Joint Use Agreement  

The Joint Use Agreement sets out the level 

of service to be provided with a Joint 

Library meeting held each quarter 

between CoR and Hunters Hill Council. 

The purpose of this meeting is to: 

Provide advice on areas of common 

interest, particularly for the Gladesville 

Library, but also including advice on 

services such as Local Studies, Home 

Library Services, the Toy Library and 

Outreach Services that are available to 

residents of Hunters Hill and adjoining 

areas. 

At this meeting the CoR Library team 

provide an update on the operations, key 

statistics and outline future programs. 

At the first meeting in 2019 in the statistical 

report provided it was noted that: 

 Membership of the library service 

remains static 

 Online loans have increased 

significantly over the past three years 

 The online service operates 24/7  

 Online loans account for 12% of total 

loans 

 CoR is investing heavily in this area 

 CoR has the second highest number 

of online loans after Hornsby. 

 There has been a slight decrease in 

wife logins at Gladesville however it is 

suggested that this is in part because 

people have their own connections 

via phones 

 All CoR libraries will have their 

computers replaced by June 2019 

 The number of recorded visits to 

Gladesville appears to have 

decreased however it was noted that 

this may be due to the new counting 

system which counts people as they 

enter. 

 Children’s sessions, knitting, author 

talks etc. all continue to be popular. 
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3. Hunters Hill Community in context 
 

 

3.1 Community profile  

Hunters Hill is 5.7km2 and one of the 

smallest local government areas in 

metropolitan NSW.  The area is 

characterised by leafy suburbs, history 

and heritage and a strong community 

spirit. 

The local government area is one long 

peninsular comprising of 4 village centres: 

 Gladesville 

 Hunters Hill Village 

 Boronia Park 

 Woolwich  
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3.2   Population 

The population of Hunters Hill is stable with minimal growth forecast.  In 2018 the estimated 

population was 14, 909 with an increase of 155 people from the previous year.  

 

3.3 Demographics + characteristics 

 

 In 1957 the population of Hunters Hill was approximated 12,700.   

 Over the past 60 years the population has increased as at the 2016 census the 

population has increased by 1,300 people.   

 The population projection for Hunters Hill LGA in 2031 is 15,150.    

 

Key population characteristics: 2016 Census 

From:  https://profile.id.com.au/nsroc/highlights-2016?WebID=110 

  

https://profile.id.com.au/nsroc/highlights-2016?WebID=110
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3.4  Other Features  

Hunters Hill has a higher than average 

percentage of social housing residents, 

Hunters Hill local government area 

averages over 6% social housing residents 

compared to 4.5% as the NSW local 

government area average. There are 

approximately 750 (check dwellings or 

residents) social housing dwellings within 

Hunters Hill.  Additionally the largest 

Housing NSW complex comprises 167 units 

at Blandville Court – Victoria Rd, and is a 

dedicated complex for older residents.  

A high proportion of schools within the 

small local government area of 6 km2 

there are seven (7) schools 

Key features 

1. Low population and housing 

growth rates generally. 

2. Growth in the older population 

3. Increase in numbers of young 

families  

3.5 Services our community use 

Hunters Hill residents use a variety of 

libraries based on needs and the services 

offering. A person’s choice in either joining 

a library or simply visiting a library can be 

based on whether it: 

 is close to home 

 is close to where they work or study 

 is a place where they or members 

of their family visits often 

 offers a unique environment, 

program or collection 

 whether they need to join to have 

their needs met. 

A person does not need to be a member 

to visit a library, browse materials, study or 

participate in programs.  They do need to 

be a member to borrow materials. 

Libraries are the last free public space 

where people can go to relax, learn, 

socialise or just be. 

Hunters Hill residents choose to be 

members of both the City of Ryde and 

Lane Cove Library Service, as well as a 

range of other libraries. 

It is difficult to gather data on broader 

membership; however as part of this 

process CoR and Lane Cove Councils 

were able to provide the following data. 

The graphs below show the number of 

residents from Hunters Hill who are 

members of the City of Ryde and Lane 

Cove library service.  

It should be noted that there may be 

residents who are members of both. From 

the data used it was not possible to 

determine this. 

0%

25%

4%

58%

6%

2% 1% 4%

Ryde Council

Baronia Park Gladesville Henley

Hunters Hill Huntleys Cove Huntleys Point

Tennyson Point Woolwich
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City of Ryde 

3,228 residents of Hunters Hill are members 

of the City of Ryde Library Service, of 

these 59% are from the suburb of Hunters 

Hill.  The graph below sets out membership 

by other suburbs. 

Lane Cove  

1,382 residents of Hunters Hill are members 

of the Lane Cove library service, of these 

79% are from the suburb of Hunters Hill.  

The graph sets out membership by other 

suburbs. 

It is important to note that there may be 2 

or more members per household. 

Individuals may also be members of both 

libraries. It was not possible to determine 

this from the data received from the two 

other councils. 
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4. Regional context 
 

 

The following map provided by the State Library NSW shows the public libraries in the areas 

adjoining the Hunters Hill Municipality. 

 

In considering the most appropriate library 

service for the Hunters Hill community it is 

important to consider this in the context of 

the region and other opportunities to 

access library services.  Hunters Hill local 

government area is surrounded by City of 

Ryde, Lane Cove and City of Canada 

Bay.  Each of these areas is within easy 

access to our community.   

Each of these libraries is unique in 

character and in the services offered. 

This ranges from traditional branch library 

services through to innovative technology 

based programs such as that offered at 

The Connection at Rhodes. 

Following is an overview of the facilities 

and services they provide via their 

libraries.
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4.1City of Ryde Library Services 

https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Library 

The City of Ryde operate a large library network based on a central and branch structure.  

The network includes libraries at the following locations: 

Eastwood Library:   Corner Hillview Road and West Parade, Eastwood 2122 

Monday and Tuesday:      10am - 5pm  

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday: 10am - 8pm  

Saturday:    9.30am - 12 noon  

Sunday: Closed  

Gladesville Library:   6 Pittwater Road, Gladesville 2111 

Wednesday and Friday: 10.00am - 5.00pm  

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday: 10.00am - 8.00pm  

Saturday:   9.30am - 12 noon 

Sunday: Closed 

North Ryde Library:  201 Coxs Road, North Ryde 2113  

Monday, Wednesday and Thursday:  10.00am - 8.00pm  

Tuesday and Friday:   10.00am - 5.00pm  

Saturday: 9.30am - 12 noon  

Sunday: Closed 

Ryde Library: Cnr Pope and Devlin Streets (in Top Ryde Shopping Centre) 

Monday to Friday:    10 am - 9 pm  

Saturday:     9.30 am - 5 pm  

Sunday:     2 pm - 5 pm 

West Ryde Library:  2 Graf Avenue, West Ryde 2114 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 10.00am - 5.00pm  

Tuesday and Thursday: 10.00am - 8.00pm  

Saturday: 9.30am - 5.00pm  

Sunday: 12 noon - 4.00pm  

    

 

 

https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Library
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Future Direction of the City of Ryde Library 

Service: 

The City of Ryde is undergoing and 

projected to continue to experience high 

growth.  As a result of this growth the City 

of Ryde have revised their Library 

Strategic Plan 2019 – 2024.   

The previous 2014 – 2024 City of Ryde 

Library Strategy focussed on containment 

and maximising the existing services.   

The updated Strategy reflects the 

population growth expected as part of 

the North District plan, which will see the 

City Of Ryde’s population grow from 

119,950 (2016) to 171,650 by 2036, that is 

an increase of approximately 62,950 in the 

next 20 years. 

Under this revised draft Strategy the City 

of Ryde states: 

Library Service Delivery Models are used by 

innovative libraries to guide the planning 

and operation of library facilities, based on 

the needs of the communities they serve. 

Our network of five libraries provides services 

that meet the needs of our current 

population. They are increasingly popular 

with the community, thanks to the diverse 

array of events and services we offer. 

However, as outlined on page 12, in the 

coming decades the City of Ryde’s 

population is expected to grow by more 

than a third. The number of people wanting 

to live in our City to take advantage of the 

lifestyle and opportunities it offers has 

outpaced the population forecasts that 

shaped Libraries for Ryde 2014 – 2024. 

Our revised Library Service Delivery Model 

offers an expanded vision and scope to 

ensure that it meets the expectations of 

Ryde’s evolving and dynamic population, 

and to ensure we are prepared to respond 

to opportunities for relocation or 

redevelopment as they arise. 

 

The model is based on the measured, long-

term delivery of library spaces of between 

10,000 sqm to 13,000 sqm (up from the 

current 4,879 sqm). 

It includes one City Library, supported by 

Specialist Centre Libraries (such as the 

planned new library at Macquarie Shopping 

Centre), Town Centre Libraries and Small 

Centre Libraries. These will be located in the 

centres where the population is most 

concentrated to ensure library facilities 

remain within reach for all City of Ryde 

residents. They will be visible and in high-use 

areas close to public transport and parking, 

and may be co-located with 

complementary businesses or services. 

They will be designed to be attractive, with 

contemporary, flexible interior design that 

includes appropriate security infrastructure 

and acoustic design to control the noise 

levels associated with multi-use facilities. Full 
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accessibility will be integral to all libraries to 

support our ageing and diverse community. 

These dynamic, physical facilities will 

provide the full range of library services and 

resources, supported by our Home Library 

Service for housebound residents, and our 

Online Library, which offers 24/7 access to a 

broad range of online resources including 

eBooks and services such as reservations, 

renewals, and event bookings. 

As patterns of library usage change we will 

continue to adapt our resourcing to reflect 

the local community’s evolving interests and 

expectations. Our collections will become 

more diverse – from their content and 

language of publication to their mode of 

delivery – while we will also continue to find 

new ways of using technology creatively 

and develop new spaces that inspire and 

build community cohesion. Great Libraries, 

Great Communities is not advocating for 

the immediate development of new libraries 

or expansion of our library network. Instead, 

it provides guidance for the long term and 

identifies the catalysts for change outlined 

on page 44. It provides the flexibility to 

shape our network according to opportunity 

and community need; and in the short term 

it will assist us with day-to-day decision-

making on matters that impact the way we 

provide library services to our community.  

The Strategy was considered at the City of 

Ryde Council meeting on 9 April where 

Council subsequently resolved to place 

the draft on public exhibition.  Link to the 

Council report and draft Strategy:  

https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agen

das-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-

Community-9-April-

2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-

44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-

4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU 

 

It should be noted that the Gladesville 

area is expected to increase in 

population in the Ryde portion by 2,500 

people, between 2016 – 2036.   

 Current total size of CoR libraries: 

4,879m2 

 Ryde 2031 m2          

 Eastwood 528 m2 

 West Ryde 1300 m2      

 North Ryde 520 m2 

 Gladesville 500 m2 

Under the new Strategy this will increase 

to 10 – 13,000m2.  This includes the 

proposal for a new service at Macquarie 

Park: Library and Creative Hub total 5000 

m2, with 3770 m2 as Library Space. 

https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-Community-9-April-2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU
https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-Community-9-April-2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU
https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-Community-9-April-2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU
https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-Community-9-April-2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU
https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-Community-9-April-2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU
https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/Council/Agendas-and-Minutes/WAC/Works-and-Community-9-April-2019?BestBetMatch=library|226e4426-8e1f-44b0-8cf9-fc45f95cb073|37a8326e-461b-4241-9929-001e331202fc|en-AU
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4.2 Lane Cove Library Service  

http://www.lanecove.nsw.gov.au/Community/Library/Pages/default.aspx 

 

Lane Cove Council operate one main library and a 

small library service from Greenwich which is open a 

total of 22.5 hours per week. 

Set out below are details of these services. 

 

*Lane Cove and Greenwich Libraries are not open on 

Public Holidays. 

**Greenwich Library is open for Children's Storytime 

sessions on Wednesdays at 11.00am (during School 

Terms)  

The Council does not have a library services strategy. 

 

 

 

  

Lane Cove Library  

 

Monday and Thursday: 

   

  

9:30am - 9:00pm 

Friday and Saturday: 9:30am - 5:00pm 

Sunday: 9:30am - 2:00pm 

Greenwich Library  

48 Greenwich Rd Greenwich 2065  

 

Tuesday: 2:00pm - 7:00pm 

Wednesday: 1:00pm - 5:30pm** 

Thursday:   10:00am - 7:00pm 

Saturday: 9:00am - 1:00pm   

http://www.lanecove.nsw.gov.au/Community/Library/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=cLaeY27z&id=C332049F93E0E0C308BCBDB4033B59C3EA45AA0A&thid=OIP.cLaeY27zwTK8ahRgQZoxUwHaFU&mediaurl=https://www.alia.org.au/sites/default/files/aflpics/Exterior - Longueville Rd.jpg&exph=305&expw=425&q=lane+cove+library&simid=607990638562641172&selectedIndex=1
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4.3 City of Canada Bay Council  

https://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/libraries 

The City of Canada Bay provides three physical libraries within a service network structure. 

Concord Library:     60 Flavelle Street, Concord  2137 

 

Is a two-level open space with function rooms and a privately run café.  They are located 

above early childhood centres with adjacent parking available 

 

Monday to Thursday:    

  

9:30am -7:30pm 

Friday: 9:30am-5pm 

Saturday: 9:30am-4pm 

Sunday: 1-5pm 

Five Dock Library:   

Level 1, 4-12 Garfield Street, Five Dock 2046 

 

Five Dock Library is in the heart of Five Dock in a mixed commercial and residential building, 

near Fred Kelly Place, above Coles supermarket. 

 

Monday to Thursday:    

  

9:30am -7:30pm 

Friday: 9:30am-5pm 

Saturday: 9:30am-4pm 

Sunday: 1-5pm 

Connection at Rhodes: 30 Shoreline Drive, Rhodes 2138 

 

The Learning Space offers a suite of digital resources, access to online library collections, as 

well as creative learning programs exploring emerging digital technologies such as CAD 

design, robots, electronics, photography, video, music, and coding. 

 

Come in to study or work, bring your children in for Storytime, check out what's on in The 

Digital Gallery, or attend one of our workshops, masterclasses or drop-ins. 

 

Monday to Thursday:    

  

10am-9pm 

Friday, Saturday, Sunday: 10am-5pm 

https://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/libraries
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http://www.theconnectionrhodes.com.au/learning-space-0 

 

 

The City of Canada Bay Library Strategic Plan: Bringing people and Knowledge together 

sets out the vision for its library to facilitate lifelong learning by connecting the community, 

collections, programs and technology. 

 

https://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/council/council-responsibilities/policies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.theconnectionrhodes.com.au/learning-space-0
https://www.canadabay.nsw.gov.au/council/council-responsibilities/policies
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5. Trends for Libraries 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The role of libraries has changed since 

1957. Rapid social, economic and 

technological change is shaping the way 

we live, work and play.  

This change is driving the need for a 

changing focus in public libraries.   

5.1 Revitalization of areas  

For many communities the local library is 

the most important civic building in their 

place.  

The design and construction of a new 

library is often seen to be the most 

significant piece of civic investment that a 

local government authority can make. 

This level of importance places a high 

degree of expectation on the final 

outcome in terms of both the library 

service and the built structure.  Experience 

in both Australia and internationally has 

proven that well planned and designed 

libraries attract increased usage and 

provide a range of significant community 

wellbeing and liveability outcomes.  

Quality architecture can make a 

statement and contribute to the urban 

fabric and quality of the public domain.   

Libraries are the place where ideas begin. 

Public art in and around libraries can 

provide points of interest, act as place 

markers and offer an opportunity to 

involve communities in place making. 

The location of a library is a critical factor 

in both the success of the library 

as a destination as well as contributing to 

regeneration or revitalization of an area.  
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5.2  Lifelong learning 

“A ‘Learning Community’ is one that 

creates formal and non-formal lifelong 

learning opportunities for individuals and 

groups to acquire the knowledge, skills, 

attitudes and values that will enable 

sustainable economic development and 

build social inclusion and cohesion.” 

Lifelong learning includes acquiring and 

updating all kinds of abilities, interests, 

knowledge and qualifications, from the 

pre-school years to post-retirement.  

Throughout our lives we will need to 

constantly acquire and update the 

competencies and knowledge required 

to actively participate in all spheres of 

social and economic life. Learning will not 

be confined to a period of formal 

education at the beginning of our lives, 

but will be ongoing and unending. 

Emergence of a ‘knowledge’ or 

‘innovation’ economy driven by the 

application of ideas is altering our lifestyles 

and creating demand for new skills. 

Continuous workplace change means 

that some skills can quickly become 

obsolete. Individuals must continue to 

learn to maintain their employability, and 

will increasingly be expected to take 

greater responsibility for their personal 

development and seek learning 

opportunities. 

Public libraries provide for informal 

learning, as well as supporting formal 

learning from preschool all the way to 

University of the Third Age. At their best 

they can be a focal point for the 

community, improving individual self- 

confidence and stimulating learning at all 

levels.

5.3 Building Communities 

Libraries as community hubs and meeting 

places where people can connect with 

others, engage in creative and innovative 

activities.   

Acting as community hubs they can be 

places to develop and nurture more 

inclusive, integrated and resilient 

communities.  

Libraries are no longer places where 

people go for short stay visits to borrow 

books or resources, they are becoming 

places where people are staying longer, 

engaging in programs and events.  

Libraries are being seen as ‘third places’ 

(in contrast to the first and second places 

of home and work), where people can go 

to relax, socialize and connect with each 

other in a face to face environment.  

Defined as a home away from home, 

these places are neutral and accessible 

to everyone   

To be successful as a 3rd place the 

essential ingredients are that they must 

be: 

 Free of relatively inexpensive to 

enter, and possibly allow people to 

purchase food and drinks. 

 Highly accessible; ideally one 

should be able to get there by foot 

from one’s home. 

 Active with a number of people 

there on a daily basis. 

 A place where all people should 

feel welcome; it should be easy to 

get into a conversation. A person 

who goes there should be able to 

find both old and new friends each 

time they visit. (Landy, 2016) 
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The PPS framework provides an effective 

framework to consider what makes a 

great place: 

 Sociability:  When people see friends, 

meet and greet their neighbours, and 

feel comfortable interacting with 

strangers, they tend to feel a stronger 

sense of place or attachment to their 

community and to the place that 

fosters these types of social activities. 

 

 Uses and activities:  Activities are the 

basic building blocks of a place. 

Having something to do give people a 

reason to come to a place and return. 

When there is nothing to do, a space 

will be empty and that generally 

means that something is wrong 

 

 Comfort and image: Whether a space 

is comfortable and presents itself well 

is key to its success. Comfort includes 

perceptions about safety, cleanliness, 

and the availability of places to sit, the 

importance of giving people the 

choice to sit where they want is 

generally underestimated. 

 

 Access and linkages: The accessibility 

of a place is assessed by its 

connections to its surroundings, both 

visual and physical. A successful public 

space is easy to get to and get 

through; it is visible both from a 

distance and up close. Accessible 

spaces have a high parking turnover 

and, ideally, are convenient to public 

transport. 

 

 

Source: 

 http://www.pps.org/reference/ 

grplacefeat/ 
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5.4 Libraries as builders of social capital 

Libraries contribute to social capital by 

bringing people from a range of 

backgrounds together to meet, network 

and potentially develop relationships with 

other members of the community.  

Social capital is important as it helps to 

build bridges of support with other 

members of the community and promotes 

inclusiveness. The public library plays an 

invaluable role in ensuring equitable 

access to information and to technology, 

effectively bridging ever increasing gap 

between ‘haves’ and ‘have not’s’. 

For all users, public libraries provide a safe 

space where people can feel a part of 

the broader community regardless of 

race, ability, age, gender or 

social/economic circumstance.  

The library is the last free public space that 

is publicly accessible to everyone and 

where people do not feel compelled to 

spend money.
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5.5 Technology  

Libraries play an important role in the 

curation and re-intermediation of 

information.    

Technological advances in information 

management mean that there is a need 

to innovate library infrastructure and 

operational skills.  In this way communities 

can be supported to become smart city.  

‘A smart city uses technology and data to 

drive economic activity, accelerate 

innovation and better manage energy, 

resources and services.  But most 

importantly, smart cities are people 

focussed.  Making a city smarter is all 

about improving people’s experiences of 

the city so that it better meets their needs’   

A key feature of a smart city is digital 

inclusion, connecting people to digital 

technologies to reduce the digital divide, 

improve digital literacy and ensure 

equitable community access. 

Technology and the media have created 

an explosion in the amount of information 

available through various sources and 

devices. While this supports us in our daily 

home and work lives, and is critical to 

participation in the life of our community, 

there are serious challenges in how we 

navigate, access and make sense of this 

information. 

Librarians are trusted and expert guides to 

this world of information. They play a key 

role in helping people develop their own 

skills in navigating and accessing 

information and in participating in 

electronic forums across a multitude of 

areas including political debate. 

New technologies provide faster access 

to greater amounts of information and 

connectivity, in different formats and 

through a variety of devices. This includes 

the ability to download music, movies and 

stream video and television. Search 

engines and online databases make it 

easier for people to find and access the 

information they need. People with 

disability have more opportunities to 

access and share information, and there 

are greater opportunities for individuals to 

create information through online 

communities, blogs, podcasts and e-

postcards. 

Emerging technology is shaping users’ 

expectations and experiences of libraries. 

Increasingly, patrons expect ‘on demand’ 

access to information and services, 

including virtual library services, access to 

databases, booking of facilities and an 

enhanced range of self-serve online 

services. Some look to libraries to support 

their use of Web 2.0 tools to create online 

presences and strong virtual communities. 

The public library’s role in technology must 

expand to facilitate community created 

content through social networking sites, 

wikis, blogs and other emerging web 

applications. 

Accompanying this is exponential growth 

in demand for access to computers and 

high speed broadband Internet in 

libraries. In response, library services are 

increasingly using wireless.  
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5.6 Supporting local economic 

development and employment 

Libraries contribute to the local economy.   

Library collections and spaces have long 

been recognised as a complement to the 

education sector and people undertaking 

distance education.  Libraries are also 

playing a greater role in providing co 

working spaces.  These spaces are being 

used by businesses and start-ups as 

“business hatcheries” and Enterprise Hubs 

which offer spaces as well as start-up 

advice and mentoring, IT advice and CV 

and finance workshops.   

Micropreneurs and start-ups can benefit 

from the community that co working 

offers.  Co working can also include 

people who are self-employed as well as 

companies who enable their employees 

to work remotely rather than having to 

commute.  Co working can work in 

tandem with small business accelerators, 

incubators, and maker spaces. 

At an individual level, public libraries are 

contributing to economic wellbeing 

through: 

 Assisting and / or facilitating 

employment seeking through Internet 

access to advertisements, lodgement 

of on-line applications and provision of 

programs and general support in 

areas such as resume writing and 

interview techniques.  

 Providing access to on-line 

government information, where there 

is a growing expectation that 

information should be sought and 

forms (where required) should be 

submitted on line.  By providing access 

for peopled with no other intent 

access, libraries assist peopled in 

overcoming social and financial 

disadvantage 

 Promoting and facilitating lifelong 

learning and self-education which not 

only contributes to the wellbeing of 

individuals, but to their families, 

employers and the overall community. 

5.7 State Library NSW 

The State Library's Public Library Services 

team NSW provides specialist advice and 

support to all local councils providing 

public library services to the people of 

NSW.  This includes the administration of 

funding to local councils to assist in the 

provision of public library services 

throughout NSW. 

The SLNSW provide an annual subsidy to 

public libraries.  Hunters Hill Council 

received an annual subsidy under this 

program which assists in offsetting the cost 

of the payment made to the City of Ryde.  

In addition, as Hunters Hill Library Service is 

recognised as existing in its own right it is 

also eligible to apply for grants through 

annual competitive funding rounds.  In 

2018 Hunter Hill submitted its first ever 

grant under this program, in the 20 years 

that the SLNSW Program had been 

running. 

In addition to funding the SLNSW also 

provides the following services to NSW 

public libraries: 

 access to an inter-library loan services 

on a fee for service basis 

 opportunity to borrow from SLNSW 

from a selected collection at no cost 

 assistance with WiFi and technology 

support at no cost 
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Funding arrangements  
 

There are significant changes to the funding of public libraries in NSW following the LGNSW 

Campaign Renew our Libraries.   

At present Hunters Hill received an annual subsidy from the State Library NSW of State Library 

provide annual funding of $43, 826pa (18/19) financial year. 

In 2019/20 under the changes, it is proposed that this will rise to $92,118, an increase of 

approximately $48,292.  This new funding arrangement applies to all public libraries who 

currently receive a subsidy. 

The new subsidy includes:  A per capita payment of $35,527 which is based on $2.45 x 

14,909 people.  Over the coming 3 subsequent financial years the per capita component 

will includes as follows: 

 

The table below sets out the anticipated total annual funding to be received from the 

SLNSW over the coming 5 financial years.  These estimates will be subject to Ministerial 

approval annually.  The model could change, however, the per capita component set out 

above will not change. 

In addition the SLNSW will also be introducing a 

funding program focused on capital works and 

improvements.  Council’s will be eligible to apply 

for up to $500k per funding round towards works 

of a capital nature.  This program will run for a 

four year period commencing in 19/20.   

  

Year Per capita Population Total 

19/20 $       2.45 14909 $   36,527.05 

20/21 $       2.55 14909 $   38,017.95 

21/22 $       2.65 14909 $   39,508.85 

22/23 $       2.65 14909 $   42,490.65 

Year Total 

18/19 $43,826 pa 

19/20 $92,118 pa 

20/21 $94,000 pa 

21/22 $ 96,000 pa 

22/23 $99,000 pa 
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Further resources that may be of 

interest: 
 

 State Library NSW 

https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-

library-services 

 

 People place 3rd edition 2012 

http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/def

ault/files/people_places_0.pdf 

 

 Future libraries: workshop 

summaries and emerging insights  

https://www.arup.com/perspectiv

es/publications/research/section/f

uture-libraries 

 

 The impact of libraries as creative 

spaces 

http://plconnect.slq.qld.gov.au/m

anage/research/libraries-as-

creative-spaces 

 

 How to Make Your Library Great 

https://www.pps.org/article/library

attributes 

 

  

https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services
https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/people_places_0.pdf
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/people_places_0.pdf
https://www.arup.com/perspectives/publications/research/section/future-libraries
https://www.arup.com/perspectives/publications/research/section/future-libraries
https://www.arup.com/perspectives/publications/research/section/future-libraries
http://plconnect.slq.qld.gov.au/manage/research/libraries-as-creative-spaces
http://plconnect.slq.qld.gov.au/manage/research/libraries-as-creative-spaces
http://plconnect.slq.qld.gov.au/manage/research/libraries-as-creative-spaces
https://www.pps.org/article/libraryattributes
https://www.pps.org/article/libraryattributes
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5.8 Forms libraries can take  

Libraries can take many forms and to be successful need to respond to and reflect the 

community’s needs, wants and aspirations: 
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5.9 Services that can be offered by libraries 
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5.10 Resource articles that will provide food for thought and inspiration: 

 

What Will Public Libraries Look Like in 10 

Years? June 22 2018:   

 

https://librariantolibrarian.wordpress.com/

2018/06/22/what-will-public-libraries-look-

like-in-10-years/ 

 

Denmark open Libraries: 

Self-service libraries, known as open 

libraries, are popular. 180 of Denmark’s 

450 libraries are now open libraries.  This 

started at Silkeborg public library in 

Jutland in 2004. The municipality were to 

take over the library service in Gjern, a 

rural municipality with very small local 

libraries. It would require heavy staff 

expenses and the municipality had to 

economize – also in terms of the libraries. 

But the library’s wish to provide a better 

offer within the economic framework led 

to the idea of trying to let the users unlock 

the libraries themselves.  

http://slq.nu/?article=volume-46-no-3-

2013-5 

Library design resources: The following link 

provides examples of libraries that have 

been built or renovated in the last 2 years 

that were recognised at the ALIA awards 

in2019. 

 

https://www.alia.org.au/shellharbour-city-

libraries-city-library-winner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://librariantolibrarian.wordpress.com/2018/06/22/what-will-public-libraries-look-like-in-10-years/
https://librariantolibrarian.wordpress.com/2018/06/22/what-will-public-libraries-look-like-in-10-years/
https://librariantolibrarian.wordpress.com/2018/06/22/what-will-public-libraries-look-like-in-10-years/
http://slq.nu/?article=volume-46-no-3-2013-5
http://slq.nu/?article=volume-46-no-3-2013-5
https://www.alia.org.au/shellharbour-city-libraries-city-library-winner
https://www.alia.org.au/shellharbour-city-libraries-city-library-winner
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6. Strategic priorities and organisational imperatives  
 

 

6.1 Strategic priorities 

The Hunters Hill Community Strategic Plan:  

Your vision for our future, sets out the vision 

of our community for the next twenty 

years.  This plan was developed after 

significant consultation with our local 

community and was adopted by Council 

in June 2018. 

Your vision for our future sets out 5 key 

directions around: 

1. Focus on the Community:   Our focus is 

on creating an inclusive, connected, 

informed and healthy community, 

which encompasses the well-being of 

all residents.  Together we want to 

encourage and support community 

groups that are inclusive, engaging 

and enhance social cohesion.  

2. Maintain Character and Manage 

Growth Planning:  Hunter’s Hill Council 

is a champion in heritage 

conservation. The Hunters Hill local 

government area is preserved in 

history, heritage, and character. 

Residents feel strongly about 

maintaining the look and feel of 

Hunters Hill and are committed to 

retaining the existing visual amenity. 

Our lifestyle is matched by our desire 

to retain the beauty of our garden 

suburb. 

3. Manage and Preserve our 

Environment: Residents value our 

natural environment as an ecological 

and aesthetic resource to be 

preserved for generations to come. 

4. Making Getting Around Easier: Various 

modes of transport that are accessible 

and connected play a major role in 

keeping our area linked to work, 

leisure, education and a healthy 

lifestyle. A community that can move 

around easily is essential to the overall 

prosperity and sustainability of the 

local government area. 

5. Leadership & Governance: Hunter’s 

Hill Council is founded on active and 

engaged partnerships that foster a 

collaborative approach to leadership 

and governance. 

 

Under each theme are a series of 

objectives and actions.  Relevant 

objectives and actions include: 

The library service is well organised and well 

supported:  

 Continue to ensure that a high quality 

library service is provided to residents 

 Review alternatives for the delivery and 

location of the library service. 

 Promote library programs, services and 

events 

 Council is financially sustainable:   

 Provide timely financial information, 

advice and reports to Council, the 

community and staff including the Long 

Term Financial Plan 

 Council develops commercial 

opportunities that generate alternate 

sources of income/revenue (e.g. 

property portfolio) 

 Fees and charges will be reviewed 

annually 
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 Council’s rating structure is reviewed to 

include the option of applying for a 

Special Rate Variation (SRV) 

 

6.2 Organisational imperatives 

Hunters Hill Council is the smallest Council 

in metropolitan Sydney which brings with it 

both challenges and opportunities. 

In moving forward the organisation has set 

the following three internal priorities to 

ensure that it is well positioned to deliver 

on the directions as set out in the Your 

Vision for Our future 2018 – 2028: 

1. Sustainable and Thriving:   

 Co delivered and shared services 

and resources 

 Joint procurement opportunities  

 Property Strategy that optimises 

returns and use of Council assets 

 Programs of asset renewals that is 

aligned to the Property Strategy 

and community infrastructure 

planning 

 

2. Revitalising Hunters Hill 

 A focus on the community and our 

customers 

 Models based on collaboration 

and partnering 

 Strong focus on place making 

 

3. A great place to work and grow 

your career: an incubator for 

innovation 

 Partnering to drive innovation and 

optimise opportunities 

 Capitalising on our unique 

characteristics: 

In considering the future provision of the 

library services it is important to consider 

not only the context in terms of libraries 

but also consider are there opportunities 

in this process to address some of the 

broader strategic priorities and 
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organisational imperatives for Hunters Hill. 

 

 

 

 

 

A bit more about place making 

 

Hunter’s Hill Council is moving towards a 

greater focus on ‘place’ as a lens through 

which we work.   

Place, place based approaches and 

place making are not new to local 

government, with a long-established 

community of practice around the theory 

and delivery of place approaches. 

Defining place 

A “place” is a physical space that has 

meaning, purpose and identity attached 

to it.  Not all spaces are “places” under 

this definition as this meaning and 

understanding of place relates to people-

centred, activity-oriented, and shared 

space.  

Places are in a constant state of natural 

evolution, being shaped by a range of 

external and internal forces which can 

have either beneficial or detrimental 

influence on how a place evolves over 

time.   

Places are an ecosystem of many 

intersecting parts, combining physical and 

social infrastructure, commercial and 

economic activity, layers of existing 

stakeholder relationships and local 

politics, often deep cultural and historical 

links, and communities of people from all 

walks of life.  Places need to be 

understood for the complexity of their 

composition, and systems thinking and 

integration needs to be applied to 

considering place, how it operates, and 

the multi layers and dynamics at play in 

each place.  Systems thinking is about 

enabling the implementation of mutually 

reinforcing activities, and avoids 

unintended consequences of action in 

one part of a place being detrimental to 

other factors or stakeholders in the system. 

We are currently working with Place 

Partners to undertake a place score and 

care factor project.  This work will 

complement work underway with the 

Local Strategic Planning Statements that 

will inform land use character. 

 

The fundamental outcome of “place” is 

not the place itself as a physical 

environment, but the creation of stronger, 

connected, healthy and proud 

communities who inhabit, own and 

operate in the spaces.  Place is therefore 

not the outcome but the tool in which 

strong and sustainable communities are 

developed and maintained.  

 

In evaluating thousands of public spaces 

around the world, PPS has found that to 

be successful, (places) generally share the 

following four qualities: they are 

accessible; people are engaged in 

activities there; the space is comfortable 

and has a good image; and finally, it is a 

sociable place: one where people meet 

each other and take people when they 

come to visit 
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Place and libraries 
 

A great library is a place people want to 

be! 

 

Responds to and reflects the fabric, 

identity and needs of the community 

 

Serves as the community’s ‘front porch’ 

 

The library as the connector between 

resident and residents and their 

communities  

 

Acts as the connector through spaces, 

programs, collections, technology and 

customer service 

 

In considering the future of our library 

service it will be important to consider the 

role of the library services in strengthening 

the sense of place. 

 

The following link to the Project for Public 

Spaces (PPS) provides further information 

around how great libraries support place 

and communities through: 

 

1. Offering a Broad Mix of Community 

Services 

2. Fostering Communication 

3. Showcasing History and Information 

4. Building Capacity for Local Businesses 

5. Becoming Public Gathering Places 

6. Boosting Local Retail and Public 

Markets 

7. Offering Easy Access 

8. Making the Surrounding Area Come 

Alive 

9. Featuring Multiple Attractions and 

Destinations 

10. Being designed to Support Function 

11. Providing a Variety of Amenities 

12. Changing with the Calendar 

13. Depending on Wise Management 

14. Catalyzing Community Revitalization 

https://www.pps.org/article/libraryattributes  

 

 

 

https://www.pps.org/article/libraryattributes
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